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The white stallions of Vienna.
Author(s) : PODHAJSKY, A.
Author Affiliation : Spanish Riding Sch. Vienna.
Book : The white stallions of Vienna. 1963 pp.70 pp.

Abstract : In this superb collection of over 200 engravings and photographs
them in colour) the Director of the Spanish Riding School in Vienna, Colonel P
paid a magnificent tribute to the stallions of the Lipizza stud, which, in truth, i
him for its survival through World War II
T he many illustrations of historic interest are skilfully combined with those o
origin to form an absorbing " documentary" on the workT s oldest riding scho
Lipizza strain associated with it, which is even older, for it was founded with S
in 1580. Late maturing and long lived, the stallions' progress can be followed

carefree youth on the high pastures of Upper Styria, through the discipline o
schooling, to the supreme achievement of soaring courbettes, ballotades an
Although the atmosphere of the white and gold Winter Riding School in the H
its massive crystal chandeliers, pervades the book, in the end it is the white
triumph, for, as Colonel Podhajsky says, " T hey transform even a prosaic foo
into a romantic and enchanting dance floor. "
T he continuity of the story told in photographs is ably maintained in the capt
although at times rather stilted-due, one suspects, to too slavish translation
the understanding and appreciation of haute école
T his beautifully produced book itself reflects the elegance and style it depict
Fraser.
Record Number : 19640102614
Publisher : London: George O. Harrap cfc Co. Ltd.
Language of text : English
Language of summary : English
Indexing terms for this abstract:
Organism descriptor(s) : Equus, horses, man
Descriptor(s) : pastures, photographs, stallions, survival, war, winter, youth
Identifier(s) : grazing lands
Geographical Location(s) : Austria
Broader term(s) : Homo, Hominidae, primates, mammals, vertebrates, Chordata,

eukaryotes, Central Europe, Europe, Developed Countries, European Union Count
Countries, Equus, Equidae, Perissodactyla
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